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AVBOT: Detecting and fixing Vandalism in Wikipedia1
Emilio-José Rodríguez-Posada
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Wikipedia is a project which aims to build a free encyclopaedia to spread the sum of all knowledge to every single human
being. Today it can be said to be on the road to achieving that goal, having reached the 15 million articles milestone in 270
languages. Furthermore, if we include its sister projects (Wiktionary, Wikibooks, Wikisource, ...), it has received more than
1 billion edits in 10 years and now has more than 10 billion million page views every month. Compiling an encyclopaedia
in a collaborative way has been possible thanks to MediaWiki software. It allows everybody to modify the content available on the site easily. But a problem emerges regarding this model: not all edits are made in good faith. AVBOT is a bot
for protecting the Spanish Wikipedia against some undesired modifications known as vandalism. Although AVBOT was
developed for Wikipedia, it can be used on any MediaWiki website. It is developed in Python and is free software. In the 2
years it has been in operation it has reverted more than 200,000 vandalism edits, while several clones have been executed,
adding thousands of reverts to this count.
1
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1 Introduction
Wikipedia [5] is the free encyclopaedia that anyone can edit. Any person using a web browser can modify its contents. This is made possible by
MediaWiki [6], the software used by
Wikipedia. The popularity of this free
encyclopaedia has grown exponentially
in its first 10 years, until it is now in the
top 10 of most visited sites on the
Internet, it appears in the first results of
Google, and it has reached the milestone
of 1 billion contributions [13]. Furthermore, when Microsoft closed Encarta in
2009, in a clear allusion to Wikipedia
they said that "the category of traditional
encyclopaedias and reference material
has changed".
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However, some persons add profanity or insults (vandalism) to articles,
or remove pieces of text (blanking),
thereby abusing this open editing
model. All these undesired edits can
easily be undone using the history of
each article, but it is tedious a task for
a human and, while the vandalism is
being reverted, that Wikipedia page is
compromised. As the visibility of
Wikipedia has grown, the vandalism
problem has worsened, revealing a
need for new, automatic, non-intrusive
anti-vandalism solutions. This will allow committed users to spend their
time adding new content, improving
available content, helping new community members, and performing other
productive tasks, rather than reverting
vandalism.
AVBOT [1][4], an acronym for
"Anti-Vandalism BOT", offers an automatic solution to most of the above
mentioned acts of vandalism. Generally speaking, computers can easily
detect undesired contributions, due to
the fact that modifications include profanities or nonsensical text. AVBOT
analyses recent edits in the Spanish
Wikipedia, searching for bad-faith contributions, and undoes them. AVBOT
will never replace a person, due to the
fact that human intelligence is better

“

Wikipedia is the free encyclopaedia
that anyone can edit. Any person using
a web browser can modify its contents,
via the MediaWiki software

”

at analysing texts, but it can revert a
great deal of vandalism, saving a lot
of community time. Since AVBOT was
created, it has repaired more than
200,000 acts of vandalism [3] and this
number is growing.

2 Development
AVBOT is developed in Python [7]
and it requires the pywikipediabot [8]
and python-irclib [9] packages. Its
workflow can be described as follows:
spotting recent changes in articles, analysing changes, and decision making.
In the first step it obtains a list of
recent changes in articles. This log is
published in real time in an IRC channel [10] to which AVBOT is connected
24/7. Next, it discards those edits by
administrators, maintenance bots and
veteran users, since those users are
trusted. The rest of the edits are analysed to detect possible vandalism.

Figure 1: Percentage of AVBOT Edits (of Total User Edits) in the Course of a Week.
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The bot compares the text of the
previous version and that of the
amended one. Then, an analysis module checks for profanity using a
configurable list of regular expressions. Each regular expression has a
score attached so, if the total sum of
the scores for an edit is over a certain
threshold, the edit is classified as vandalism and the Wikipedia article is reverted to its previous version. Both
regular expressions and scores have
been improved using the experience
gained over the years the tool has been
tested on the Spanish Wikipedia.
Another type of bad faith edit is
blanking, in which users remove article content totally or partially. This
form of vandalism can be detected by
comparing the percent of text removed
in the edit and reverting if it is excessive. The exact percentage threshold
depends on article size and has been
estimated by analysing blanking vandalism over the years.
Since the Spanish Wikipedia has a
great many contributions (about
30,000 edits/day), it was necessary to
optimize AVBOT in several ways, such
as by the use of threads for parallel
processing and the pre-compilation of
lists of regular expressions.
When AVBOT reverts an edit, it
also sends a message to the author asking him or her to stop. If the user continues to vandalize, a report will be
generated. This report is sent to the
administrators and they will investigate
the situation [11].
However, as the bot may fail (the
error ratio is under 0.5%, 1 error every
200 undone edits), AVBOT watches to
see whether its reverts are discarded
by human users. In that case, a notice
is sent to the bot operator for future
checking. This enables the bot’s reversion skills to be improved.
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Figure 2: Percentage of AVBOT Edits (of Total User Edits) from April 2008 to January 2010. Low Vandalism
Activity at Holiday Times and at Weekends is observed.

Speaking of AVBOT errors, most
of them are related to polysemy. A good
example is "The Ugly Duckling",
which contains the word "ugly", a word
used to attack biographies, although it
is correct in this case. The error is fixed
by adding a regular expression with a
counterweight.
Finally, this software includes other
features such as an exclusion list for
pages which we do not want to monitor, for example, talk pages or
Wikipedia internal maintenance pages,
because slang is allowed in those
places. AVBOT checks new pages
(about 400 new articles are created in

“

As the visibility
of Wikipedia
has grown,
the vandalism
problem has
worsened,
revealing a need for
new, automatic,
non-intrusive
anti-vandalism
solutions

”
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Spanish Wikipedia every day), tagging
for deletion those which contain test
edits by anonymous users and other
useless contributions.

3 Results Analysis
AVBOT’s results have been satisfactory, with one error for every 200
correct reverts. Precompiled regular
expressions used in vandalism analysis allow a very fast response (under a
millisecond), so the only latency is due
to network communication. Total time
between when the article is vandalized
and when it is restored is less than 5
seconds, making the effect of vandalism almost invisible.
Moreover, a detailed analysis of
vandalism distribution throughout the
week shows that it is concentrated from
Monday to Thursday (see Figure 1),
and during the European evening, because in that time frame both Spanish
and Latin American users are active.
On the other hand, there is low vandalism activity during holidays like
summer, Christmas Day and New
Year’s Eve.

4 Community
Every bot which runs on the Spanish Wikipedia must pass a request for
approval. AVBOT was approved with
19 votes in favour and 0 against [12].
Since the beginnings of AVBOT,
the Spanish Wikipedia users have suggested fixes and new features. The

regular expressions list has been improved by community members adding new patterns.
Also, since AVBOT is free software
and the source code is publicly available [2], some users have downloaded
the code and run clones so, if the main
copy of AVBOT does not work momentarily, Spanish Wikipedia is always
protected.
The history of the project has been
narrated in the official blog [1], which
was used as a changelog for the III
Spanish National Free Software Contest, where AVBOT was presented with
the award for the "Best Community
Project".
Software customization is possible
by using a number of options which

“

AVBOT,
an acronym for
"Anti-Vandalism
BOT", is a
program that offers
an automatic
solution to most
of the acts
of vandalism

”
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“

AVBOT has been working in the Spanish Wikipedia
since 2008, and has reverted more than 200,000 vandalism edits
enable AVBOT to run in any
MediaWiki community with minor
changes. Users from other Wikipedia
languages have been interested in using the bot.
With regard to the future, the next
tasks to be performed are code internationalization and adaptation to other
languages, by creating new regular
expressions lists for other Wikipedias
and improving the documentation. The
project is open to collaboration for everyone.

5 Conclusions and Future
Work
The problem of vandalism has
grown over the years as the popularity
of Wikipedia has grown. AVBOT has
been working in the Spanish Wikipedia
since 2008, and has reverted more than
200,000 vandalism edits [3], saving the
community from a huge workload. The
wiki world evolves quickly, so it will
be necessary to adapt the software to
new changes, adding new features and
improving existing ones. Adding machine learning to the bot would be a
good step, training it with human reverted vandalism edits. Meanwhile,
source code internationalization will
help extend the community of users.
Another future line of work is the
creation of tools for the analysis and
assessment of wikis. A number of educational projects are currently being
developed at the Universidad de Cádiz,
where students are generating free
knowledge in the classroom [15]. For
example, with the support of the Libre
Software and Open Knowledge Office,
the Computer Science course
"Programación Funcional" launched
WikiHaskell, a wiki where students
create free documentation about libraries for the Haskell programming language. Some projects related to wikis
have also been published: WikiUNIX,
WikiJuegos and IberOgre [16]. Most
of these wikis do not allow anonymous
edits during the academic year, but they
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are open to edit for everyone later, so
AVBOT would help to avoid vandalism. Moreover, StatMediaWiki [14], a
tool for wiki analysis, has been developed by Emilio José Rodríguez to assess wiki contributions. Recently, he
also founded WikiTeam [17], a set of
tools for wiki preservation and a repository of wiki backups.
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